Cast

Linear Light

The latest generation of
indirect pelmet luminaires
With indirect lighting becoming
increasingly prevalent in the
commercial and residential
sector, the Cast Linear Light is a
comprehensive luminaire system
for a range of applications.
The Cast Linear Light comes
designed with an angled LED
board, linear lens and a uniquely
designed clip-system to emit a
forward-throw asymmetrical
beam. Offering a clean, even, long
line of illumination across ceilings
and walls, this pelmet luminaire
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can be installed into ledges
and recesses or angled down,
adjacent to walls. Designed as an
easy to install pelmet luminaire
that can adapt seamlessly to your
project requirements, this indirect
light is ideal for shopping centres,
airports, restaurants, and lobbies.
Hide the light source with the
Cast Linear Light – the innovative
and advanced solution designed
to forward-throw light to your
desired angle.

unios.com/cast
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Cast

Linear Light

100mm

Recommended
pelmet depth

Wallwashing

Ceiling Indirect

Ceiling Indirect (15°)

Ceiling Indirect (30°)

Easily customisable beam
angles with detachable clips

67% time savings during
installation process

RGB or tunable white
technology available

Developed with
Tridonic control gear

The Cast Linear Light breaks the traditional design
of pelmet luminaires which direct their light source
upwards, straight from their body. The Cast is
designed with an angled LED board and clipsystem for maximum application flexibility.
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Easy installation

Connect the lengths

Create any mood

All-in-one

A clip away

During the research and
development process, the
installation time of traditional
strip light was compared to the
Cast Linear Light. Based on a
series of examples comparing a
variance of product installation
times, the Cast Linear Light was
shown to save 67% of time in
comparison to a traditional strip
light installation scenario.

Designed in four distinct lengths
(300mm, 580mm, 1140mm,
2260mm), the Cast Linear Light
can run from one single power
source at up to 45 metres.
With a simple female and male
lead system, each Cast can be
installed either abutted together
or 200mm apart. Plug, drop and
connect as you go.

Paint the room a certain colour
with the Cast Linear Light
available in a RGB option. Mimic
sunrise to sunset (2700–6500K)
with tunable white technology.
Whether it's a single colour
temperature to maintain simplicity
or the requirement to create a
gamut of different moods, the
Cast Linear Light is suitable for any
indirect lighting application.

With a built-in Tridonic driver,
the Cast Linear Light comes
as a complete luminaire which
allows for easy installation and
is highly durable due to the
driver being housed inside. Save
on space with the integrated
driver, providing the Cast
Linear Light greater freedom
and more flexibility in compact
installation environments.

Elevate the angle of the
Cast Linear Light with the
innovative and easy-to-install
clip system. With the two
supplied remote clips allowing
for 15–40° of tilt, this clip
system will accentuate the
extra forward-throw. Designed
to be detachable without tools,
the clips can be connected and
disconnected as needed.

15°

35°

30°

40°

unios.com/cast
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Cast

Linear Light

With three output models available (High Efficiency, High Output
and Ultra High Output) the Cast Linear Light provides a wide
range of lighting outputs to cover each project requirement.
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High Efficiency
(HE) Model

High Output
(HO) Model

Ultra High Output
(UH) Model

For a more efficient lighting
solution, the Cast Linear Light
is available in a High Efficiency
model for the 580mm, 1140mm
and 2260mm sizes. This model
will minimise cost and utilise
the least amount of power.

A balance between running
efficiency while offering a great
lighting output, the Cast Linear
Light comes in a High Output
model for the 300mm, 580mm,
1140mm and 2260mm lengths.

Suitable for large commercial
spaces with large ceiling heights,
the Ultra High Output will produce
enough light output to cover
spaces such as hotels, shopping
complexes and showrooms.

unios.com/cast
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Cast

Linear Light

Accessories

Beam Options
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Measurements (mm)

200
42

High Efficiency
(HE) Model

High Output
(HO) Model

Ultra High Output
(UH) Model

300 / 580 / 1140 / 2260

Beam

Interchangeable Clips

110° (F)

2x 15° Clips

Length
(mm)

Power

580
1140

2x 30° Clips

Absolute Luminous Flux
3000K

4000K

8W (350mA)

960lm

1080lm

16W (350mA)

2055lm

2085lm

2260

32W (350mA)

4110lm

4170lm

300*

8W (350mA)

900lm

920lm

580

16W (350mA)

2030lm

2050lm

1140

32W (350mA)

4030lm

4120lm

2260

63W (350mA)

8060lm

8240lm

300

10W (300mA)

1155lm

1255lm

580

20W (300mA)

2560lm

2845lm

1140

40W (300mA)

5260lm

5275lm

2260

80W (300mA)

10,520lm

10,550lm

Flood | 110° (F)

Starter Leads
Non-Dimmable 1.2m
(w/ AU Plug)
DALI-Dimmable 1.2m
(w/ 5 Core Cable)

* The 300mm High Output (HO) Model is only available in DALI.
Extension Leads
Non-Dimmable 300mm
DALI-Dimmable 300mm

Finishes
Anodised Silver
General Specifications
Material

Extruded Aluminium

IP
Warranty

20
5 Years

LED
Colour Temp
CRI

2700K, 3000K, 4000K, 5000K,
RGB, Tunable White (2700K–6500K)
80+

Efficacy

Up to 121lm/w

Colour Deviation

SDCM≤3

Lifetime

>60,000h L80B10

Control Gear
240V Tridonic Non-Dimmable Driver
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Power Factor

>0.90

Dimming

Tridonic DALI Dim Optional

Edition 6.6.19 | Product design and technical data may be subject to change

Notes
See below for maximum single run lengths of
each model (longer run lengths are available
upon request):
High Efficiency (HE) Model – 45m
High Output (HO) Model – 35m
Ultra High Output (UH) Model – 25m

unios.com/cast
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